
Design proposal for CodeHub

If the website JavaScript 101 (javascript101.co.uk/) were to 
change to accommodate other than a broad range of information, 
but a simple app to centralise content of the web about learning 
JavaScript available to all users. If they had to propose one main 
journey of this app how would they do it?



Exploring a journey of the user beginning a new 
evening learning JavaScript with the aid of pinJS
There’s no better way of envision pinJS’s potential than showing how it can help all JavaScript learners 
to improve time management and focus: from coding on the computer, needing a piece of information to 
help them to solve a problem, analysing the options of learning materials on the pinJS computer app and 
gathering the information needed straight ahead. All of that without getting distracted in a browser by email,
news and other websites. In another perspective, the user can also contribute to pinJS. It happens when the 
user is online and stumble across a new website about JavaScript, he or she are able to add the link to the 
app’s library.

- in the development of pinJS as a new product that will be accessed from a single app on computers it’s 
important to consider existing navigation model, interactions and design language users are already familiar with
- with numerous link it’s essential to make sure the app remains responsive and easy-to-use
- we should try making it work behind the scenes being almost invisible to users

Marketing campaing:
There's nothing more exasperating than losing your concentration on the internet. There is plenty of 
information out there, but maintaining your focus is the most valuable thing you can do, even more 
when learning a new coding language as difficult as JavaScript.

Now pinJS can solve these problems improving your learning experience and time management, 
in the way of an app that centralises information. It is simple and concise, it brings together the people that are 
struggling to break the barrier of the new language: programming language. pinJS is intended to be the new 
place for JavaScript learning, where users can share information in a cooperative way.



mood board



user journey

Wednesday, 6pm

John have some free time on the evening and he decides to use the 
time he has left on his day to learn JavaScript. He decides to try out 
the new pinJS product his friend just told him about.

Thursday, 12:00am

At lunch time John check his emails and read his JavaScript newsletter, clicks on 
a link available on the email and access a document about JavaScript. John doesn’t
have time to study it at the moment, he has to go back to work soon, so he wants to 
be able to access that information later in the day. John clicks on pinJS button on his 
browser and it automatically saves it to his profile on pinJS. On the evening John is 
happy he can easily access the information he found on midday, he doesn’t waste 
his time and his concentration.

- John used to learn JavaScript searching for new content on google, 
but soon he used to get distracted and would visit other websites, 
open several tabs and check his emails.

- Instead, today John would try pinJS. He opens google apps and 
downloads pinJS.

- On the Home screen of the app, John taps on the search options 
and choose the level ‘beginner’ that shows him all the information 
available on one screen. In the description he has an idea of how 
long it would take him to absorb that content

- He clicks on an item he finds relevant for his objectives

- He access the content and he feels happy it was so quick and easy 
to use the pinJS app. He learn what he needs and he goes back to 
coding.
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Eloquent JavaScript

Long Book JS general

Starts with x§the basics 
JS, explains a lot of 
programming concepts. 
Available for free online, 
with interactive examples.

Author: Marijn Haverbeke
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Congratulations, your pin was added successfully.
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Claudia Loch

UX specialist with pixel-perfect approach:
from UX and UI design to interactive prototyping and front-end development

07847 430004 | claudialoch.com | contact@claudialoch.com


